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Abstract—This paper proposes a cooperative clustering pro-
tocol based on the low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy
(LEACH) approach to enhance the longevity of energy harvesting
based wireless sensor networks (EH-WSN). In the proposed
protocol, to ensure that any energy consumption associated with
the role of the cluster head (CH) is shared between the nodes,
the CH role is alternated between the nodes using duty cycling
as a function of their individual energy harvesting capabilities.
Furthermore, to maintain an energy neutral operation when
not acting as a CH, the nodes adopt a data transmission duty
cycle and any excess energy is invested in relaying other nodes’
packets. To optimize the relaying performance, a novel cross-
layer cooperative TDMA scheme is also presented. The optimal
number of clusters in an EH-WSN is analyzed in terms of
energy consumption, latency and bandwidth utilization. Sim-
ulations, performed using GreenCastalia, demonstrate tangible
performance enhancements in adopting the proposed protocol
over benchmark schemes in terms of throughput and lifetime,
particularly under highly constrained energy conditions.

Index Terms—Energy Harvesting, LEACH, Duty Cycle, Rout-
ing Protocol, Omnet++, Castalia, Cooperative Networks, IoT.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are expected to mesh a
massive number of objects into what is called the Internet
of Things (IoT ) [1]. One of the main challenges associated
with a wide deployment of WSNs is energy consumption
as it is impractical to regularly replace the batteries of
thousands of tiny network nodes. Therefore, extending the
network lifetime is a major objective in WSN protocols [2].
Many energy conservation techniques including multi-hop,
cooperative transmission and duty-cycling were proposed in
the literature. Specifically, multi-hop and data aggregation,
implemented through clustering, can provide energy savings at
the network layer [3], whereas a periodic wake-up and sleep
strategy at the MAC layer can extend the network lifetime
for a certain QoS requirement as shown in [4]. Cooperative
transmission at the physical layer utilizes the energy wasted
in broadcast transmission by creating multiple independent
paths between a source and a destination node to improve
the channel capacity [5]. Despite the improvements offered
by these schemes, nodes eventually die after their energies
have been exhausted.

Recently, it was shown that WSN with energy harvesting
(EH) capabilities, whereby nodes can harvest energy from
the environment, such as solar and wind power, can sus-
tain a perpetual lifetime [6]. Due to the random nature of

such energy sources, current protocols designed for battery
powered networks must be adapted to EH scenarios [7]. In
response, EH clustering protocols were proposed in [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12] that extend the LEACH protocol [13], in
which cluster heads (CH) aggregate and then forward data
packets of their cluster members to the sink node. Unlike
LEACH, which evenly distributes the CH role among the
nodes, the aforementioned schemes elect CHs based on their
residual energies and forecasted harvesting rates. For instance,
in [9], a CH decision threshold termed the energy potential
(EP ) function is computed for each node in terms of its
energy harvesting rate and current available energy as well
as the potential functions of neighboring nodes. In [12], the
optimal percentage of CHs is incorporated into a new CH
threshold function that gets updated by the sink throughout
the operation of the protocol. Specifically, a search algorithm
is used by the sink to compare the current round’s average
throughput against that in the last round then a regulation
factor is updated accordingly. The above solutions do not
guarantee a perpetual operation and require the exchange of
information among nodes, which creates additional overheads.
The protocol in [11] proposes cluster head groups (CHG),
in which nodes take turns in becoming the CH to minimize
the overheads of the CH selection process. In [8], Yang
et. al. analyzed an optimal multi-hop clustering architecture
to achieve a perpetual operation in EH-WSNs. Particularly,
energy neutrality constraints were defined and used to obtain
the minimum network data transmission cycle using convex
optimization. Lastly, an EH aware routing protocol based on
the gradient model is proposed in [14] for WSNs. Also, a CH
selection scheme based on the residual energy of nodes and
their relative positions is suggested. Then, a packet forwarding
mechanism is presented, that balances the energy consumption
among the EH nodes.

Duty cycle based MAC protocols for EH networks were
shown to maintain an Energy Neutral Operation (ENO),
in which the consumed energy does not exceed the harvested
energy over a given period [15]. An optimal duty cycle
design is formulated in [16] as an optimization problem then
solved using a low-complexity sub-optimal algorithm. An
extensive analysis of different duty cycling strategies based
on the battery state, harvesting rate, queue size and channel
conditions was given by Niyato, et al. in [15]. Specifically,
upper and lower thresholds were defined to determine the
transitions between sleep and wake-up cycles.
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On the other hand, cooperative communication has been
considered as a means to achieve spatial diversity gains
in WSN, where installing multiple antennas on tiny nodes
is infeasible. To this end, a number of researchers have
investigated the problems of resource allocation and relay
selection for battery powered networks [17] and EH networks
[18] at the physical layer. Cooperation at the MAC layer
was also shown to provide higher transmission rates and
lower delays particularly in fading channels [19]. A contention
based cooperative MAC protocol called CoopMAC [20] brings
throughput enhancements and reduced delays in fading chan-
nels while remains compatible with the IEEE 802.11 standard.
Because relaying consumes additional energy, the protocol
in [21] maximizes the network lifetime by assigning scores
to nodes to evaluate their availability for relaying. Another
protocol in [22] incorporates two relays per source node such
that the total transmission time when using both relays is less
than that of the direct link. Also, a cross layer protocol that
leverages cooperation at the MAC and PHY layers is presented
in [23]. Specifically, a source node broadcasts its coded data
bits in the first half of a time-slot, which is overheard by
a potential relay node. Scheduling based cooperative MAC
protocols based on time division multiple access (TDMA)
were also investigated in the literature. In [24], the nodes listen
in timeslots, not allocated to themselves, to the transmission of
the active node and the non-acknowledgement (NACK) of the
destination. Only, if a NACK is received and the active node’s
packet was decoded correctly, the relay node will retransmit
the packet in the next allocated time slot of the following
TDMA frame. A different technique is proposed in [25],
where mini-slots are used to reserve cooperative resources
to avoid conflicts between sources, relays and destinations.
Also, cooperation enabled clustering protocols were proposed
in [26], [27] and [28]. The protocol in [26] introduces coop-
erative cluster heads (CCH) that are selected to maximize the
spatial diversity. Non-cluster members may become CCHs to
participate in relaying the CH packet to the sink using a space
time block code (STBC) technique. In [28], the lifetime of a
battery power WSN is extended using an optimized clustering
algorithm that determines the optimal locations of CH nodes.
EH nodes can then be used to relay the NCH packets to the
CHs.

In this paper1, clustering, duty cycling and cooperative
transmission are combined into a novel cross-layer design for
EH-WSNs. The new protocol named Energy-Harvesting
and Cooperative LEACH (ECO-LEACH), modifies the
LEACH technique by replacing its probabilistic CH selection
process with a duty cycle based one to efficiently regulate the
frequency at which a node undertakes the CH role. Besides
the inherent duty cycling used by the TDMA scheduler in
LEACH, another duty cycle is adopted here, by which the
cluster members can skip certain allocated timeslots to main-
tain an ENO state. Moreover, each node follows another duty
cycle to select the TDMA frames in which it is available to
act as a relay. To complete the protocol, a novel cooperative

1A conference version of this paper has been accepted to appear in the
International Wireless Communication and Mobile Computing Conference
(IWCMC 2017). [29].

TDMA scheme is proposed whereby a time-slot is split into
two sub-slots. All potential relays listen to the active node’s
transmission in the first sub-slot then the best relay transmits
the received packet to the destination in the second sub-slot.
The selection of the above duty cycles accounts for the node’s
energy harvesting rate, packet arrival rate and the optimal per-
centage of CHs in the network. Hence, a rigorous analysis of
the optimal CH percentage (OCHP) is given, which unlike in
the case of LEACH, may not necessarily minimize the network
energy consumption. Instead, the optimal percentage is the
one that minimizes the latency while simultaneously achieves
the ENO state and bandwidth requirements. Simulations of
the proposed protocol, assuming a solar energy source with
random shadows, were performed using GreenCastalia [30],
an extension of Castalia [31] and OMNET++ [32] sim-
ulators. The results obtained show significant improvements
in throughput, latency and network lifetime compared with
the conventional LEACH as well as a generic energy-aware
LEACH protocol. Remarkably, these gains can be realized for
both EH and battery powered networks. The contributions of
this work can be listed as follows:

• Formulated the optimal CH percentage problem for EH
clustering based networks that guarantees ENO, while
satisfying the bandwidth and latency requirements. The
problem is then solved using an iterative method for
which complexity is bounded by the number of nodes
in the network.

• Proposed a distributed CH selection scheme, using the
OCHP, based on duty cycling that adapts to the en-
ergy harvesting rates. This deterministic CH selection
in ECO-LEACH is compatible with rapidly changing
energy sources such that the required CH percentage
can be maintained over a few number of rounds. In
contrast, LEACH requires a number of rounds equal to
the number of nodes before the required CH percent-
age is maintained. Another feature of the proposed CH
selection is the absence of harvesting rate information
exchanged between the nodes as in [9]. Instead, only the
average nodes’ harvesting rates are required. Moreover,
the proposed protocol is applicable in non-homogeneous
networks, in which nodes have different capabilities and
QoS requirements.

• Proposed a data transmission duty cycle to ensure ENO
when the OCHP problem has no feasible solution.

• Proposed a novel TDMA-based cooperative mechanism
based on sub-slots along with a relaying duty cycle design
that utilizes the energy unconsumed in data transmission.
The sub-slot based relaying scheme has a lower latency
compared to [25], as the relayed transmission starts
immediately after the direct one.

In summary, the proposed protocol first determines the OCHP
(assuming nodes transmit in every allocated timeslot) since
it is the most energy consuming role. If no feasible solution
is found the data transmission phase of LEACH is regulated
through duty cycling to maintain the ENO constraint. Any
remaining energy is then invested in cooperative relaying by
following another ENO duty cycle. This algorithm is thus
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Fig. 1. Network Model

unique and to our best knowledge has not been discussed in
the literature.

The remaining sections of the paper will be organized
as follows. The network and energy models are defined in
Section II. Section III explains the operation of the con-
ventional LEACH protocol. The proposed ECO-LEACH is
then explained in Section IV. Numerical evaluations of the
proposed protocol and benchmark schemes are analyzed in
Section V. Finally, concluding remarks and possible future
work are stated in Section VI. Throughout the paper, the
functions ceil(x) and floor(x) will be used to round the value
x to the smallest following and largest previous integer value
respectively, whereas the [x]10 limits the value of x between 0
and 1.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Network Model

The network topology, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of
N = 100 stationary nodes randomly positioned in a square
of dimension M = 50m and a sink node placed 125 meters
away from the center of the square. These positions guarantee
that all nodes can reach the sink when transmitting at the
maximum power level Pmaxtx . A log-normal shadowing radio
model is assumed with its temporal variation obtained from
real measurements available within the Castalia simulator. It
is also assumed that the sink node transmits a short beacon
at the beginning of the network operation so that each node
can estimate its path loss to the sink and select the minimum
required power level to reach the sink node, that is, P sinktx .
Although node mobility is not considered in this work, the
channel temporal variation created by the movement of sur-
rounding objects is considered. The channel is assumed to be
reciprocal, and its instantaneous gain can be estimated from
the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) value in the
received packet. It is noteworthy that RSSI estimation has to
be longer than the channel coherence time in order to estimate
the pathloss. Also, note that the pathloss estimation may need
to be recalculated at defined periods of several seconds to
minutes as the nodes are assumed to be stationary.

B. Energy Model
In this work, a solar energy source is assumed, which has

an intensity Io that varies throughout the day but remains
nearly constant within periods shorter than 30 minutes [16].
In addition, the average solar intensity Īo over a given time
horizon in the future may be forecasted using the exponentially
weighted moving average prediction model (EMWA) in [33].
Despite being exposed to the same intensity at any given time,
each node z has a different harvesting efficiency εz ∈ [0, 1].
To create a more realistic scenario, it is assumed that shadows
created by objects, such as clouds, may reduce the solar
intensity by an opacity factor φz uniformly distributed between
0 and 1 [15]. The arrivals of shadows are modeled as a
Poisson process with an inter-arrival rate T being constant
for all nodes. This rapid fluctuation in the harvesting rate
caused by the shadows is important to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed protocol in maintaining the required
CH percentage over shorter periods compared to LEACH.
Therefore, the overall harvesting power of a node z becomes
ηz = φzςzεzIo, where ςz is the solar cell area of node z.
Thus, over a long period, the mean harvesting power of node z
becomes η̄z = 0.5ςzεz Īo. Finally, the average mean harvesting
power of all nodes in the network denoted by η̄ = 0.5ς̄z ε̄z Īo
is assumed to be common knowledge among all nodes in the
network with ς̄z and ε̄z being the nodes average solar cell size
and harvesting efficiency respectively.

III. THE LEACH PROTOCOL

The operation of LEACH, described in details in [13],
consists of multiple rounds. Each round begins with a short
setup phase followed by a long data transmission phase.
During the setup phase of a round t, each node declares itself
as a CH with a probability that maintains the CH percentage at
π after 1

π rounds have passed. Once a node becomes a CH, it
will never become a CH again until all other nodes have taken
their turns. CHs then invite non-CH nodes to join their clusters
by broadcasting invitation beacons. A non-CH (NCH) node
joins a cluster based on the RSSI of the received beacon and
selects its transmit power PCHtx such that the received power
at the CH is just above the sensitivity of the receiver. Upon
receiving join requests, a CH creates then broadcasts a TDMA
schedule to its cluster members.

The data transmission phase (steady state) of a round
consists of multiple TDMA frames. In each time slot of a
TDMA frame, a single node (active node) sends its data
packet to the CH at a time, while other nodes switch to sleep
mode. In the last timeslot of a frame, the CH aggregates then
transmits the received packets to the sink node at power P sinktx .
This process repeats until the round is over. To eliminate
possible collisions between clusters, each cluster randomly
selects a unique channel (frequency/code) from a pool of
available channel resources.

Despite the performance gains over direct transmission, the
uniform distribution of CHs does not consider the residual
energy of each node. Hence, nodes that become CHs first will
deplete their energies soon reducing network connectivity that
in turn causes higher transmit power by the remaining nodes
ultimately reducing the network lifetime.
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IV. PROPOSED PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

The proposed ECO-LEACH protocol extends LEACH by
replacing its CH selection process while introducing duty
cycling (illustrated in Fig. 4) and cooperative transmission.
Each of these features is separately discussed as follows.

A. Cooperative Transmission Protocol

In the proposed cooperative scheme, a time-slot of duration
Ts is evenly split into a direct transmission sub-slot (DTS)
followed by a cooperative transmission sub-slot (CTS) as illus-
trated in Figures 2 and 3 above. During a DTS, the active node
transmits its data packet to the CH and cooperating nodes.
The CH responds with an acknowledgement (ACK) beacon
if the packet was successfully received (Fig 2). Otherwise, a
non− acknowledgement beacon (NACK) is sent, as shown
in Fig 3. The reception of a NACK at potential relay nodes
initiates a contention process, whereby a relay node replies
with a relay advertisement beacon (RAB) after a delay
inversely proportional to the RSSI of the received NACK. All
potential relays that receive the RAB beacon, while waiting to
send their RAB beacons, will back off and remain silent in the
CTS sub-slot. Because some relays may be hidden from others,
a relay acknowledgement beacon (RACK) is broadcasted by
the destination upon receiving the first RAB so that relays will
only transmit upon receiving a RACK destined to themselves
[34]. The selected relay then transmits the relayed packet in the
CTS sub-slot of the current time-slot. In case an ACK beacon
is transmitted by the destination in the DTS, all potential
relays will sleep during the CTS sub-slot. To fully utilize
the allocated time-slot, the active node may transmit another
data packet in the CTS as the second packet is likely to be
successful without cooperation due to the correlated channels
of consecutive sub-slots (Fig. 2). Clearly, the above scheme
implements a decode-and-forward incremental relaying proto-
col [35] with the opportunistic single relay selection in [34].
It is noteworthy to mention that different cooperative schemes
such as space time block code (STBC) can be implemented
without affecting the above strategy. However, stringent time
synchronization among relays is necessary, which is generally
complex to implement.

B. Cluster Head Duty Cycle Design

Unlike the random CH selection in LEACH, in this work,
a node follows a CH duty cycle (DCH ) that determines how
often it will become a CH in a given time horizon Lhor defined
as the number of rounds over which the average harvested
energy can be predicted. For instance, if DCH = 3 the node
becomes a CH only once every 3 rounds in Lhor as shown in
Fig. 4. The CH duty cycle is calculated at the beginning of
each Lhor rounds as shown in (1) at the top of the next page.
In this function, Tr = LrTs is the round duration, Lr is the
number of timeslots in a single round and αCH ∈ (0, 1] is the
proportion of the harvested energy allocated to the CH role.
Also, ErCH is the average energy consumed by a CH node
in a single round. When the allocated CH energy per round
is greater than ErCH , DCH takes its minimum value of 1.

Fig. 2. Proposed Cooperative TDMA Scheme - Case 1

Fig. 3. Proposed Cooperative TDMA Scheme - Case 2

Otherwise, DCH will be the ratio of the required energy to the
allocated energy rounded to the next integer value. At the start
of each round, the node determines if its duty round has come
using a CH-DC counter that counts up to DCH and then resets
to 1. To maintain the targeted percentage of CHs, each node
starts its CH-DC counter with a random integer value between
1 and DCH such that 1 indicates the duty round. If a node
enters the duty round with no sufficient energy, the duty round
is temporarily shifted to the next round and so on. Therefore,
a node’s likelihood to become a CH in a given round is the
inverse of its DCH . Hence, to maintain the targeted percentage
of CHs π = k

N , where k denotes the number of CHs, the factor
αCH , given in (3) below, is used to limit the CH-DCs of nodes
when their mean harvesting rate η̄ is too high causing them
to afford to turn into CHs more often than required.
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DCH =

{
ceil(
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CHLhor

η̄zTrLhorαCH
)

Er
CHLhor

η̄zTrLhorαCH
≥ 1

1
Er

CHLhor

η̄zTrLhorαCH
< 1

(1)

Ernet(k) = k(ErCH(k) + ErNCH(k)) =
Lr
N

(k2P sinktx Ts + (kN − k2)(PrxTs + Eagg) + (N − k)Ts
M2

2π
) (2)
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Fig. 4. Duty Cycle Structure

αCH =

[
ErCHπ

η̄Tr

]1

0

. (3)

C. Optimal Cluster Head Percentage

The number of cluster heads has different effects on the
network throughput, latency, bandwidth utilization and life-
time. First, the throughput and latency affect the number
of cluster heads as follows. Given the packet arrival rate
ρ (packets/second) and the maximum latency tolerated by
the application layer ∆max (seconds), the maximum possible
frame duration would be Tmaxf = min( 1

ρ ,∆
max) leading to

a minimum number of kmin = ceil(NTs/T
max
f ) CHs. On

the other hand, the number of available orthogonal channels
defines the maximum number of clusters, kmax, above which
collisions will occur. Thus, the optimal number of CHs, kopt,
lies in the interval [kmin,kmax] and maintains an average net-
work energy consumption Ernet(k

opt) below the total energy
harvested by all nodes in the network Erhar during a single
round. To find Ernet(k), we first calculate the average energy
spent by a CH during a given round as a function of k as:

ErCH(k) = Nf (E sink
tx + (Lc − 1)Erx +Eagg) +Esetup, (4)

where Lc = N
k is the average cluster size, Nf = Lrk

N is the
average number of TDMA frames in a given round, whereas
Eagg and Esetup are the energies consumed in data aggre-
gation and cluster setup respectively. Similarly, the energy
needed by all NCH nodes per round in terms of k becomes
[36]:

ErNCH(k) = Nf (Lc − 1)TsP̄
CH
tx , (5)

where the term P̄CHtx = M2

2πk approximates the average squared
distance (path loss) to the CH assuming uniformly distributed
nodes. Also, it is assumed that each NCH utilizes all its
allocated data transmission slots. Thus, the network energy
consumption is given in (2) shown at the top of the page.
With more clusters (smaller average cluster size) the node-to-
node distance is reduced causing less energy spent by the NCH
nodes in conveying their data packets to their CHs. However,
data aggregation is reduced and more energy consuming CHs
are introduced. Therefore, the OCHP is unique to the network
topology and parameters, which can be formulated as:

kopt = max k (6)

s.t.

Ernet(k) ≤ Erhar = LrTs

N∑
z=1

ηz (7)

k ≤ kmax, k ≥ kmin (8)

k ∈ {1, . . . , N} (9)

The optimization problem above gives the highest k (maxi-
mum spectral efficiency) that maintains the ENO (constraint
(7)) for any value of k in the range defined by constraints
(8) and (9)2. Unlike the OCHP analysis in [36], the proposed
optimal solution may not necessarily minimize the network
energy consumption, as some values of k 6= kopt may result
in a lower energy consumption. However, these values may
degrade the system performance, since by having more clusters
than orthogonal channels, backoffs induced by CSMA at the
MAC layer may result in longer delays and more collisions.
Conversely, choosing a value of k below kmin leads to more
dropped packets due to buffer overflow and timeouts.

The solution to the non-linear integer programming problem
formulated above can be centrally obtained by evaluating
Ernet(k) starting from kmax until a value that satisfies the
constraint in (7) is found. Thus, the solution has a linear
complexity in the number of nodes. However, a feasible
solution may not exist if Ernet(k) > Erhar ∀k ∈ {kmin, kmin+
1, . . . , kmax − 1, kmax}, in which case reducing the data
transmission duty cycle is necessary as will be discussed next.

2It is assumed that the network parameters are set such that kmin ≤ kmax

and kmin,kmax ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
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Due to the absence of a central station in many WSN
scenarios, the OCHP can be obtained in a distributed fashion,
where each node independently determines kopt assuming the
knowledge of the network parameters and the mean average
energy harvesting η̄ instead of

∑N
z=1 ηz in (7). Each node then

substitutes kopt/N in (3) to find its CH-DC. Henceforth, the
OCHP will refer to the distributed OCHP. As the harvesting
rate changes with time, the OCHP is dynamically updated at
the beginning of each Lhor period as will be demonstrated in
Section V.

D. Data Transmission Duty Cycle Design

A periodic wake-up/sleep strategy is inherently imple-
mented in TDMA, as nodes sleep in non-allocated timeslots.
In LEACH, this will cause each cluster member to undergo an
average duty cycle of 1:Lc. However, if the predicted harvested
energy is still insufficient to maintain an ENO, the duty cycle
should be further reduced by skipping the allocated slot in
certain TDMA frames. In addition, the duty cycle should also
adapt to the packet arrival rate ρ since switching to transmit
mode with no data packet to send results in an unnecessary
energy waste. Hence, a data transmission duty cycle DDT ,
based on the harvesting power and the packet arrival rate, is
proposed that defines the number of TDMA frames to skip
after each data transmission. For example, in Fig. 4, node 1
utilizes its allocated slot only once every 3 TDMA frames,
hence its DDT is 3, whereas node 2 with DDT = 1 uses
its timeslot in every frame. A node z computes its DDT at
the beginning of every round by first finding the expected
remaining harvested energy per NCH round given as:

EremNCH = (η̄zTsLrLhor − ErCH(Lhor − LNCH))/LNCH
(10)

where LNCH = Lhor − Lhor

DCH
is the number of NCH rounds

in Lhor. The node then computes a duty cycle with respect to
the harvesting rate and another for the data arrival rate as:

Dene
DT =

ceil(
ECH

tx Nf

Erem
NCH

) 1 ≤ (
ECH

tx Nf

Erem
NCH

) ≤ Nf
1 (

ECH
tx Nf

Erem
NCH

) < 1
, (11)

Ddata
DT =

{
floor(

Nf

ρTr
) 1 ≤ (

Nf

ρTr
) ≤ Nf

1 (
Nf

ρTr
) < 1

, (12)

where ECHtx = PCHtx Ts is the energy consumed in transmitting
a packet to the CH. Hence, DDT is found as:

DDT =

{
0 max(Dene

DT , D
data
DT ) > Nf

max(Dene
DT , D

data
DT ) 1 ≤ max(Dene

DT , D
data
DT ) ≤ Nf

(13)
Similar to the CH-DC design, when the average energy

available in an NCH round is greater than that consumed
when the node transmits in every frame in the round and
that the number of generated packets is greater than Nf ,
then DDT is set to 1. Conversely, if the energy available for
data transmission is less than that needed for a single data

transmission or the number of generated packets is less than
1, the node will not join any CH and will remain silent in the
whole round, that is, DDT = 0. For any intermediate values,
the node will be active once every DDT frames. Again, a
DC counter is employed to keep track of the duty cycle as in
CH-DC.

E. Relaying Duty Cycle Design

In certain TDMA frames, a node may act as a potential relay
according to the cooperative strategy explained in Section
IV-A. Particularly, the node may relay packets of other cluster
members to the CH during their allocated time-slots at power
PCHtx and may also relay the aggregated packet of the CH
to the sink at power P sinktx . Hence, we define the relaying
duty cycle DRL as the number of frames in which the node
becomes a potential relay only once. According to the example
in Fig. 4, node 1 never acts as a relay and hence its relaying
DC is zero, whereas the DRL of node 2 is 3. The relaying
duty cycle is computed at the beginning of each round,
after calculating DDT , by first finding the remaining energy
from EremNCH , after subtracting the energy reserved for data
transmission, as:

EremNCH−R = EremNCH −
Nf
DDT

ECHtx (14)

Thus, the relay transmission duty cycle can be given as:

DRT =


0

Ef
RLNf

Erem
NCH−R

> Nf

ceil(
Ef

RLNf

Erem
NCH−R

) 1 ≤ Ef
RLNf

Erem
NCH−R

≤ Nf

1
Ef

RLNf

Erem
NCH−R

< 1

, (15)

where EfRL = Prx(Lc−1)Ts

2 +PCHtx (Lc−2)Ts

2 +PSinktx
Ts

2 is
the energy needed by a node to act as a relay during a single
frame. Similar to the above DCs, a relaying DC counter is
employed.

V. SIMULATIONS

The proposed protocol was simulated using Castalia, an
extension of OMNET++. The default log-normal shadowing
radio model of Castalia was used with a path loss exponent
of 2.0. In addition, the temporal channel model of Castalia,
based on real channel measurements, was adopted to demon-
strate the spatial diversity gains of cooperative transmission.
The transceiver CC1000 was assumed at the physical layer,
which allows for transmit power levels ranging from -20
dB to 10 dB consuming 15.9 to 80.1 mW respectively. The
sensitivity of the chip is -95 dBm, while the receive power
consumption is 22.2 dBm. In sleep mode, the chip consumes
only 0.6 µW and transitions between states take up 0.2 ms
consuming power up to 0.5 µW. At the MAC layer, the
conventional CSMA protocol with an exponential back off
was adopted, which was necessary to avoid collisions during
cluster setup [13]. The parameters of ECO-LEACH and the
topology settings, specified in Table I, were used in all simu-
lations unless stated otherwise. The energy harvesting model
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was implemented using GreenCastalia [30], an extension to
Castalia that simulates energy sources, storage, harvesters
and managers. Each node has a single ideal rechargeable
battery with a capacity of 3 mAh 3 initially charged with 5% of
its full capacity, whereas the sink node was assumed to be non-
energy constrained. A single solar energy source was used with
an intensity defined per simulated scenario. In addition, the
mean arrival rate of shadows T was set to 1 second. Further,
the solar cell efficiency of each node was randomly selected
with a mean of 0.22. The proposed algorithms including the
proposed protocol and other benchmark schemes are briefly
described as follows:

• Conventional LEACH (C-LEACH):
This simulated version of LEACH follows the protocol de-
scribed in Section III with a few modifications. First, in
each time-slot, only a single data packet may be transmitted
occupying the whole duration of the time-slot [15], as this
approach is used to simplify the simulation of the proposed
cooperative protocol below. Also, a node can only declare
itself a CH if an amount of ErCH is available in its battery. In
addition, the node can only transmit a packet if a minimum
of PCHtx Ts of energy is available.

• Energy-Aware LEACH (EA-LEACH):
Instead of comparing the proposed solution to specific EH pro-
tocols in the literature, a generic energy-aware LEACH termed
EA-LEACH was simulated. This is due to the protocols in
the literature having different energy models and assumptions.
Moreover, these reference protocols were evaluated in Matlab,
which is less accurate in simulating upper layer protocols. In
this generic protocol, the CH selection incorporates the energy
harvesting status of all nodes in the network such that nodes
with more relative harvesting rates becomes CHs more often
with no restriction on the number of times a node can become
a CH. Hence, a node z becomes a CH based on the following
probability function:

Pz(t) =
Nπ(Ebatz + Eharz )∑N
i=1E

bat
i + Ehari

, (16)

where Ebati and Ehari are the residual energy and harvesting
rate of node i.

• Proposed Protocol Without Cooperation (ENCO-
LEACH):

The proposed protocol described in Section IV is simulated
without the cooperation feature in ENCO-LEACH. Hence, this
protocol only benefits from the proposed CH selection and
data transmission duty cycles as well as the OCHP derived in
Section IV-C.

• Proposed Protocol With Cooperation (ECO-LEACH):
Here, the full proposed protocol including cooperative diver-
sity is simulated. Since data packets are sent with half the
number of bits during a sub-slot, twice the number of packets
are generated with respect to the other protocol to ensure a
fair comparison.

3The small capacity used is due to the relatively short simulation time (5000
sec) compared with the real deployment.

Table I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

N 100 Number of Nodes
Ts 100 ms Time slot Duration
Lr 500 timeslots Round Length
Lhor 10 rounds Prediction Time Horizon
Eagg 5 nJ/bit Aggregation Energy
ςz 1.54 cm2 Solar Cell Size
ρ 0.5 packet/s Data Packet rate

Tsim 5000 s Simulation time
∆max 5 s Max. Delay
θ 20 Number of Orthogonal Channels

2000 bit Data Payload
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Fig. 5. Optimal CH Percentage for Different Solar Intensities

Different scenarios averaged over 1000 iterations were
created to evaluate the performance of the above protocols
based on the throughput, latency and lifetime as shown below.
In this context, the average network throughput is defined
as the number of packets successfully delivered to the sink,
within the max delay period, divided by the total number of
packets generated by all nodes over the simulation period
((N − 1)Tsim). For example, if the packet arrival rate is 1
packet/second, a throughput of 40% means that 2000 packets
were ultimately delivered to the sink by each node on average.
Since the energy consumption is always maintained below
the harvested energy in an ENO, maximizing the throughput
also maximizes the energy efficiency. As for the lifetime, it is
defined as the time until the first node in the network depletes
its battery.

The first objective was to verify the OCHP solution pro-
posed in Section IV-C. As depicted in Fig. 5, the OCHP
follows the harvesting power (and solar intensity) within the
feasible range defined by the maximum number of orthogonal
channels (10 and 20 channels) and the packet arrival rate of
0.5 packet/sec4. The simulated number of CHs selected in the
proposed protocol is shown to closely follow the OCHP for all
intensities. The small error seen is due to some nodes being
unable to become CHs, after being selected, due to insufficient

4A low packet arrival rate is typical in many surveillance and environmental
monitoring WSN applications [37].
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residual energies. Specifically, in the period 0 to 1000s, the
optimal CH number drops from 17 to 10 CHs as the harvested
energy is not enough to support 20 CHs even when 20 channels
are available. However, with 10 available channels, the number
of CHs saturates at 10 for the same period since kmax = 10.
The CH number falls as the energy harvested is further reduced
between 1000s and 2500s. Since the number of CHs supported
is below 10, the available channels, being 10 or 20, cannot
be utilized and thus the curves overlap. The reverse is then
observed when the harvested energy increases from 2500s
onward.

The throughput of the proposed protocol with the dynami-
cally computed OCHP compared against the benchmark proto-
cols, equipped with either static or dynamic CH percentage, is
depicted in Fig. 6 for different number of orthogonal channels
using the same intensity distribution in Fig 5. Both C-LEACH
and EA-LEACH are seen to benefit from the dynamic OCHP
compared to static CH percentage fixed at extreme values of
5% and 20%. Also, a sharp fall in throughput is seen for the
static 20% case as the number of selected CH is far more
than the number of available orthogonal channels. Notably,
the proposed protocols outperform the benchmark ones even
when they adopt the proposed dynamic OCHP mechanism.

In Fig. 7, the throughput of the proposed protocol is
analyzed for several time horizon values, assuming the same

intensity distribution above. By extending the time horizon
beyond 10 rounds, the performance starts to deteriorate, as the
actual energy harvested during each round deviates from the
predicted value used to compute the CH-DC at the beginning
of each Lhor period. Consequently, the harvested energy will
not be optimally invested in maintaining the ENO. Note that
the solar intensity in Fig 5 remains constant for 10 rounds.
Conversely, making the time horizon unnecessarily short will
increase the CH setup overheads, which in turn, reduce the
network throughput.

Fig. 8. Average Network Throughput vs. Solar Intensity (θ = 10)

Fig. 8 compares the network throughput of the proposed
protocol with and without cooperation against the benchmark
protocols for different solar intensities. At high intensities,
it is seen that EA-LEACH has a negligible advantage over
C-LEACH as almost all nodes are capable of becoming
CHs, whereas the proposed ENCO-LEACH outperforms the
aforementioned protocols by around 19% due to its DT-DC.
A further gain of 35% is obtained when utilizing cooperative
relaying . At 300 W/m2, the performance of ECO-LEACH
is seen to fall to near that of ENCO-LEACH as less energy
is left for relaying after allocating energy to the CH and
data transmission roles. In turn, fewer relays will be available
in each time slot reducing the diversity gain and hence the
channel capacity. At lower intensities, however, the small
portion of energy allocated to relaying has a more significant
effect on the throughput as clusters tend to be fewer and larger
in size. When this occurs, the average NCH to CH distance
increases making the direct transmission less reliable. It is also
evident that the gains achieved by the proposed protocol over
C-LEACH and EA-LEACH are more significant at lower solar
intensities. Specifically, a gain of nearly 500% is achieved
by ECO-LEACH with respect to EA-LEACH at 100 W/m2

compared with only 60% at 900 W/m2.
The effect of varying the data packet arrival rate on the

performance of the different simulated protocols is shown in
Fig. 9 for a fixed solar intensity of 500 W/m2. In general,
all the protocols perform worse with higher packet arrival
rates due to the relatively low harvesting rate which limits
the number of packets that can be transmitted. However,
the throughput of the proposed protocol drops by only 26%
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Fig. 9. Average Network Throughput vs. Packet Arrival Rate (Io =
500W/m2)

when the arrival rate is doubled compared to a 32% loss by
EA-LEACH. It is also seen that the gain from cooperation
diminishes at higher packet arrival rates due to the lower
relaying duty cycle resulting from a relatively higher data
transmission DC.

Fig. 10. Number of delivered packets vs. Delay periods (Io = 500W/m2)

The latency in delivering packets to the sink node is
evaluated for the different protocols in Fig 10, assuming a solar
intensity of 500 W/m2. It is shown that the proposed protocol
introduces longer delays than the benchmark schemes. This
is explained by the reduced data transmission DC in order
to adapt to the harvesting rate and maintain the ENO. It
is also seen that cooperation introduces a further delay as
failed packets are not transmitted until the following sub-slots.
Despite that, more packets are delivered using the proposed
protocol within the maximum delay period of 5 seconds,
leading to a higher throughput as the energy is evenly spread
throughout the duration of the simulation.

The effect of increasing the number of nodes and hence
the network density on the performance of ECO-LEACH
is demonstrated in Fig. 11. Generally, increasing the nodes
degrades the average throughput in all protocols due to larger
clusters formed (as kmax is limited by the available channels)
and thus longer delays. Also, the highly dense collision domain
leads to more backoffs and collisions. Meanwhile, the gain
obtained from the proposed protocol is more evident at high
N as the reduced DT duty cycle lowers the effect of collisions
and interference. However, the gain from cooperation dimin-
ishes as N increases since the reduced node-to-node distance
decreases the spatial diversity gain.
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Fig. 11. Average Network Throughput vs. Number of Nodes (Io =
500W/m2)

Fig. 12. Average Network Throughput vs. Channel Coherence Time (Io =
500W/m2)

To evaluate the impact of the fading channel on the per-
formance of the proposed protocol, throughput simulations
were run with different channel coherence times as shown
in Fig. 12. The shorter the coherence time of the channel
the worse is the network performance in all protocols, as the
RSSI based CH selections will turn invalid after the channel
changes during a single round of the protocol. It is also seen
that the cooperative protocol’s performance drops with shorter
coherence times until it becomes worse than ENCO-LEACH
at Tc = 50ms. Again, this is explained by the fact that the
best relay selected in the DTS sub-slot may not be the best
relay in the following RTS.

Finally, figures 13 and 14 evaluate the performance of
the proposed protocol with battery powered nodes in terms
of throughput and lifetime. In this scenario, Lhor is set to
equal the simulation duration and the expected harvested
energy η̄zTrLhor in all duty cycle calculations is replaced
by the initial battery charge. It is seen that the proposed
protocols outperform the benchmark schemes for all values
of initial energy due to the novel duty cycling and cooperative
schemes. Specifically, at a low initial charge, the throughput
is nearly doubled by using the proposed scheme, whereas
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the lifetime is extended by almost 5 folds. As the initial
charge is increased, the performance of ENCO-LEACH and
the benchmark protocols become closer as they all reach
the maximum lifetime of Tsim at 4 (mAh) of initial charge.
However, the proposed scheme is still superior in terms of
throughput due to the DT-DC. As for ECO-LEACH, it is seen
that no gain from cooperation is obtained for low values of
initial residual energy. This is because all the available energy
is used for the node’s own data transmissions as it is given
priority over relaying others packets. The small degradation
in the performance of ECO-LEACH at low initial charge is
due to the doubling of the packet generation rate as described
above.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel clustering protocol that incorporates duty cycling
and cooperative transmission is proposed for energy harvesting
WSNs. The duty cycle for the CH assignment that guarantees a
targeted CH percentage was derived and its optimal value was
investigated. An efficient DC that ensures a perpetual network
operation was developed. Besides, a cross-layer cooperative
transmission strategy was designed to enable nodes to relay
undelivered packets from cluster members to CHs and also

from CHs to the sink node. The results obtained using event
driven simulations have demonstrated an enhanced network
performance in terms of throughput and lifetime with respect
to the conventional LEACH as well as a generic energy-aware
LEACH in EH and conventional battery powered WSNs.
As a future development, this protocol can be extended to
include the node’s position and mobility in the duty cycle
designs. In addition, hierarchical and multi-hop clustering can
be integrated to support large network deployments such as
the IoT .
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